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A Review of Some Significant Research 
Trends in Yarn Texturising

Introduction
Texturing is the method by which compact structure of 

continuous filament yarn is modified to impart texture to filament 
bundle, which will provide bulk like spun yarn for better comfort 
characteristics to the fabrics made from them. In air-jet texturing, 
filament yarn with certain overfeed is fed in cold supersonic 
airstream to produce entangled filament bulked yarn of low 
extension ability. It is known that air-jet textured yarn has certainly 
good resemblance of spun yarn due to unique structure. The low-
load compression behavior of woven fabrics is very significant 
in term of handle and comfort. Compressibility is one of the 
important properties of the fabric which affects the softness and 
fullness of the fabric. Fabric compression is strongly correlated 
to its geometry, and the structural properties of yarn and fibre, 
from which it is constructed. It is also useful for fabric handling 
during garment manufacturing. In addition, it is found that the 
analysis of the pressure thickness relationship may shed light on 
the structure of the fabrics. The analysis of compression behavior of 
textile ensemble was first studied, and developed the compression 
meter and defined the association between the thickness of fabric 
and the compression force [1]. Later a model has been introduced 
based on the analysis of compression behavior of woolen fabric 
[2]. This model was considerably extended by many researchers 
to elaborate the compression properties of nonwoven, woven and 
knitted fabrics [3-5].

During 1950, a new branch was created in the textile industry  

 
as texturizing of continuous filament yarn [6]. Texturizing meant 
to create a permanent deformation of the filament yarns, which 
creates different properties. In general texturizing is done by one 
of these three methods, viz. mechanical, thermal-mechanical and 
chemical-mechanical. Texturizing by the false twist method is the 
most important and practical method to produce these yarns. 
Various factors affect the shape and crimp properties of textured 
yarn. Important factors are filaments chemical structure, yarn 
count, number of filaments, shape of surface area and factors related 
to system such as yarn motion systems, yarn time passes in each 
step, type of heater and its length and temperature. The computer 
vision in research and quality control procedures is applicable. A 
system has been introduced that allows further investigation of the 
samples tested at high speed and accuracy without any contact with 
the samples [7]. This system was able to detecttangle and sensitive 
to the diameter changes.

Air-jet texturing is one of the several processes used to convert 
synthetic filament yarns to textured yarns and is the most versatile 
of all known texturing methods. The air-jet texturing process 
is widely known for its ability to produce continuous filament 
yarns with spun yarn like appearance. The process converts flat 
filament yarns into bulky spun like yarns. It involves overfeeding 
of multifilament supply yarns from a creel into an air-jet via an 
optional yarn wetting device. Action of the compressed turbulent 
cold air stream causes overfed individual filaments to form loops 
and entangle with each other.
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Abstract

The article reviews some significant research trends in yarn texturising. Investigations have been carried out on the effect of yarn feed and process 
parameters used in the production of air-jet textured yarn on compression and recovery behavior of air-jet textured yarn fabric. Fabric low load 
compression-recovery behavior has been analyzed by defining compression parameter, recovery parameter and resiliency. The crimp features of false 
twist textured yarns have been determined by a new method by applying computer vision and image processing method. It enables to obtain accurate 
test results in a speedier manner compared with other existing methods. The properties of air jet textured yarn has been predicted by artificial neural 
network model and the performance of the model has been is compared with response surface model based on multiple non-linear regression analysis. 
Studies have been carried out on the influence of process parameters on properties of polyester/viscose blended air jet textured yarns.
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Influence of Air Jet Texturing Factors on Compression 
Properties of Woven Fabrics

The compression properties of nonwoven geo textile has been 
studied by evaluating two parameters α and β to represent the 
compression and recovery curves respectively by an empirical 
model [8]. The compression curve has been analyzed by dividing it 
in five zones and defined the regression constant for each [9]. Fabric 
geometrical parameter has been used as an input to an artificial 
neural network model to predict fabric compression properties of 
different cotton woven fabrics and compared the modeled results 
with corresponding Kawabata data [10]. Studies have been done 
on the effect of feed yarn fineness and process parameter of core 
and effect of air-jet textured yarn on fabric compression properties 
[11,12].

Efforts have been taken at explaining the pressure-thickness 
relationship of woven air-jet textured yarn fabrics in low-load 
regions by suitable mathematical coefficients using empirical 
modeling. The individual effect of feed yarn parameters like linear 
density per filament and process parameters like overfeed, air 
pressure and texturing speed on the air-jet textured yarn fabric 
compression-recovery behavior has been studied. The contribution 
of each yarn feed and process parameters on the measured fabric 
properties is also evaluated in term of potential contribution and 
normalized regression coefficient. 

Based on the results of multiple regression model and 
contribution analysis of the different air-jet texturing variables on 
textured yarn fabric properties, the following conclusions can be 
drawn. Overfeed percentage is an important factor in determining 
the air-jet textured fabric compression properties [13]. A steep 
increase is visible in all textured yarn properties with the increase 
in overfeed percentage. The second most influential variable among 
the four variables studied is linear density per filament. Linear 
density per filament of parent yarn affects the fabric resiliency, 
thickness, compression parameter and recovery parameter 
significantly. Although air pressure affects fabric properties the 
least among variables studied but it has significant contribution to 
all fabric properties.

Image Processing for Assessment of False Twist Textured 
Yarns 

A group of researchers used methods such as the measurement 
of yarn package density, thickness of the fabric production and the 
amount of water carried by the texture yarn in order to evaluate 
buckling and stitch density. The main purpose of texturizing the air 
jet is to produce bulky yarns. Bulk and density of loops is important 
factors for the quality control of texture yarns [14]. In recent years, 
many research projects have been carried out to present new 
methods for determination of crimp, especially crimp concentration 
in texture yarns. With the advent of modern computers and new 
programming tools, the use of computer vision for quality control 
and test products is increasing [15]. The structure of false twisted 
yarn is similar to the fractal shape. Therefore, some researchers 
evaluate the crimp of textured yarn based on their work on the 

use of fractal geometry. In this study, a new method to quantify 
the crimp amount of single filaments has been developed. Also the 
effect of the filaments in the false twist texture yarn in this new 
method is studied.

This study is a novel approach using computer vision to 
determine the percentage of crimp concentration in false twist 
textured yarn so that the test results with accuracy are achieved 
more quickly than other existing methods. Also, the study of 
placing the filaments in the false twist texture yarn is considered 
as the aim of this research [16]. Experiments performed on images 
on false twist textured yarn include determination of orientation 
index and mean angle filament alignment index. In the mean angle 
of orientation, with a correlation coefficient of more than 95%, 
the yarn is found to have a linear relationship with the amount of 
crimp concentration. The effect of production variables (twisting, 
temperature and speed of texturizing) on the arrangement of the 
filaments in the false twist texture yarn in this new method is also 
studied. 

It is observed that

(i) Increasing texturizing twist causes a decrease in 
orientation along the yarn axis, 

(ii) Increasing heater temperature results in deviation of 
filaments from the yarn axis

(iii) Increment of texturizing speed has high orientation as a 
result. 

Prediction in real life textile applications is becoming essential 
and common. Prediction of the expected behavior/performance of 
a process or product, before it is made, is required to minimize or 
reduce the set-up cost and set-up time. Alternatively, there could 
be situations where a decision is required to be taken on the past 
data for which a normal human brain has limitations of drawing 
out interferences. Ability to predict properties of yarns accurately 
has become a challenge due to the highly non-linear interactive 
behavior of fibres and yarns, especially under dynamics conditions 
[17].

Prediction of Air Jet Textured Yarn Properties by 
Comparing ANN and Regression Models

Artificial neural network (ANN) has been found useful for many 
predictions related problem in textiles. Applications of ANN model 
cover a broader area in textiles such as prediction of characteristics 
of textile; identification, classification and analysis of defects; 
process optimization; marketing and planning [18].

A number of researchers have reported the application of 
ANN for prediction of yarn characteristics from fibre properties 
[19-21]. To simulate the effect of process variables on product 
characteristics, ANN is being used by some of research workers [22-
24]. Among the various techniques viable for texturing of filament 
yarn; air-jet texturing is most versatile method. It is an unique 
and purely a mechanical method in which filament yarns with 
certain amount of overfeed are fed in cold supersonic air stream 
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to produce entangled filaments bulked yarn of low extensibility. 
Being a purely mechanical process, it can be used for producing 
both thermoplastic and non-thermoplastic filament yarns [25-29]. 
Also, only a few research papers are available on the use of ANN for 
predicting air-jet textured yarn properties [30].

An attempt has been made to study the suitability of modeling 
techniques for predicting the air-jet textured yarn properties, 
viz physical bulk, instability and loss in tenacity. Based on the 
experimental results, air-textured yarn properties are predicted by 
ANN and regression models within the range of input data set. The 
results obtained by prediction of two models are compared with 
experimental values.

The artificial neural network is found capable of predicting 
the properties of air-textured yarn with lower level of error. The 
neural network is more effective in predicting the yarn instability 
than that of regression model. There is good agreement between 
the values of neural network test data set and validation data set 
for textured yarn properties. Mean error per cent of prediction of 
neural network shows better results for test data set and validation 
data set, in case of instability and loss in tenacity values, while it 
is comparable to the of regression model for physical bulk values. 

Optimization in Air Jet Texturing of Polyester/Viscose 
Blended Yarns

Air-jet texturing is a mechanical method and, therefore, 
thermoplastic and non-thermoplastic filament yarns can be used 
for air-jet texturing. Air-jet texturing thus provides excellent 
potential for combining two or more multifilament yarns into 
a more or less intimately blended and coherent structure. In the 
present study, an attempt has been made to predict the optimum 
process parameters on the basis of yarn physical bulk, instability 
and tenacity for producing good quality polyester/viscose blended 
air-jet textured yarns [31].

Increasing texturing speed reduces the yarn physical bulk 
and increases the instability and tenacity. With the increase in air 
pressure or overfeed, physical bulk and instability increase and 
tenacity reduces. It has been reported that the optimum air-jet 
texturing process parameters to be used to produce P/V blended 
air-jet textured yarns with 3:2:1 weightage to low instability, high 
physical bulk and high tenacity of the yarns. It is also observed that 
lower texturing speed is necessary for producing good quality air-
jet textured yarn for any blend.

Generally, the prediction of optimum process conditions to 
achieve low instability values in the air-jet textured yarns does not 
seem to be very effective. For 50/50P/V and 67/33P/V blends the 
predicted values of instability under optimum process conditions 
are found to be higher than they actually observed values, whereas 
the predicted values of physical bulk are lower than they actually 
obtained values under the same processing conditions. This means 
that these two blends behave better than expected during the air-
jet texturing process. The predicted values and the actual values of 
the physical bulk and tenacity of the yarns produced at optimum 

processing conditions are found to be closely correlated. It is also 
found that 100% viscose and 100% polyester yarns require high 
overfeed to generate high bulk and low instability in the textured 
yarn.

Conclusion

The individual effect of feed yarn properties and air-jet 
process variables in the production of air-jet textured yarn has 
been studied in term of potential contribution and normalized 
regression coefficient on fabric low load compression behavior. 
Fabric low load compression-recovery behavior has been analyzed 
by defining compression parameter, recovery parameter and 
resiliency. Analysis shows that most dominating factor to explain 
the air-jet textured yarn fabric low-load compression properties 
is overfeed percentage, while linear density per filament is most 
dominating factor affecting fabric resiliency. Computer vision and 
image processing technique have been used to determine the crimp 
features of false twist textured yarn. It enables to achieve faster 
test results in comparison with existing methods. The mean angle 
of filament orientation in false twist textured yarns with different 
texturizing variables (heater temperature, texturizing speed and 
twist) is determined. Similarly, the direct tracking algorithms to 
achieve a good correlation with crimp contraction are also used. 
The results show that by this new method a correlation coefficient 
of more than 95% is achieved between mean orientation angle 
and crimp contraction. In the prediction of air jet textured yarn 
properties ANN model has been used and compared with response 
surface model based on multiple non-linear regression analysis. 
The input variables considered are linear density per filament, 
overfeed, air-pressure and texturing-speed, since these influence 
the yarn properties considerably. Artificial neural network is able to 
forecast the air-jet textured yarn properties based on selected input 
parameters with a lower level of errors than the regression models. 
The validation data set, which is used to validate both the model, 
shows lower level of mean error per cent in case of ANN than in 
case of regression model. The process parameters in the case of air 
texturing of polyester/viscose blended yarns have been optimized. 
There is reduction in yarn physical bulk, accompanied by increase 
in yarn instability and tenacity. With increasing air pressure or 
overfeed, the physical bulk and instability increase, whereas 
tenacity reduces. Regression equations for the prediction of air-
jet textured yarns properties have also been derived. On the basis 
of the regression equations the optimum process parameters for 
producing good quality air-jet textured yarns have been obtained, 
considering that the yarns with lowest instability, and high bulk 
and tenacity are desirable. Yarn instability is accorded the highest 
weightage while bulk is given intermediate and tenacity the lowest 
weightage in order to find out the combination of parameters that 
will produce yarns of low instability, high bulk and high tenacity 
values.
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